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Abstract 
Intestinal mucin synthesis is sensitive to dietary threonine supply which suggests that the 
gut's requirement for threonine may comprise a significant proportion of the whole body 
requirement. We used a continuously perfused gut loop model and intraluminal flooding 
dose technique in six young pigs to study the acute effects of varying luminal availability 
of threonine on intestinal protein and mucin syntheses. A complete amino acid mixture 
containing 0, 75 or 200% of the whole body threonine requirement was continuously 
perfused in isolated loops for 120 min, including a 30 min 3H-phenylalanine flooding 
dose. Fractional synthesis rates of total mucosal protein and mucin were measured by 
analyzing 3H-phenylalanine incorporation. Fractional rates of total mucosal protein 
synthesis were significantly higher in loops perfused with solutions containing threonine 
at 200% (66 ± 4 %/d) compared to 0% (42 ± 9 %/d) and 75% (53 ± 6 %/d) (P < 0.05). 
For mucin, fractional rates of synthesis were significantly different between 0% (323 ± 72 
%/d), 75% (347 ± 49 %/d) and 200% (414 ± 31 %/d) (P < 0.05). 
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1.0 Review of Literature 
1.1 Small intestine physiology 
Absorption is the primary physiological role of the small intestine. The surface of the 
small intestine, or gut, is covered with millions of projections called villi which serve to 
increase the surface area of the small intestine. This increase in surface area allows for 
optimal absorptive capacity of the gut. At the base of the villus is the crypt where 
multi potent stem cells undergo mitosis. After proliferation, new crypt cells differentiate 
and begin to mature and migrate up to the villu tip. Most of these cells will mature into 
absorptive enterocytes while the remaining cells will become goblet cells (Figure 1.1); 
Paneth and enteroendocrine cells also derive from crypt stem cells. 
A econdary role of the small intestine is protection. The gastrointe tina) tract (GIT) is 
the first site of exposure to bacteria and toxins that may be ingested from the 
environment. The cells of the mucosal epithel ium that are critical to this protection 
include goblet cells. These cells synthesize and secrete glycoproteins called mucins. 
These mucins are water-insoluble and are responsible for the gel-like properties of the 
mucus layer (Deplancke & Gaskins, 200 1). The mucus gel layer that lines the lumen of 
the intestine is a mixture of glycoproteins, water, cellular macromolecules, electrolytes, 
microorganisms, and sloughed cells (Faure et al. , 2002). 
The mucus lining covers the epithelial surface from the mouth to the large intestine and 
varies in thickness with the thinnest portion lying in the small intestine (Deplancke & 
Gaskins, 2001 ). Atuma et al. (2001) used an in vivo model and a micropipette technique 
to observe the mucus layer. They observed that the mucus layer can actually be divided 
into two distinct layers, loose and firmly attached. They noted that the thickness of the 
mucus layer is actually thicker than some of the previous in vitro studies have noted. As 
well, in the small intestine, when the loose layer was suctioned off, a very thin 
discontinuous mucus layer remained. This did not occur in any other areas of the 
gastrointestinal tract. 
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Figure 1.1. Mature colonic goblet cell. The mucin granules are located in the apical side 
ofthe goblet cell. (Adapted from Specian and Oliver, 199 1). 
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1.2 Structure of mucin 
Mucin is a glycoprotein which contains both protein and carbohydrate components in its 
structure. Mucin consists, by mass, of 10-20% protein and 80-90% carbohydrate. The 
protein backbone is primarily composed of threonine, serine and proline (see Table 1.1). 
These three amino acids make up more than 40% of the total amino acid composition 
(Allen et al. , 1982). The five types of carbohydrates in the oligosaccharide side chains 
are N-acetylglucosamine, N-acetylgalactosamine, fucose, galactose and sialic acid. 
Depending on the carbohydrate composition mucins are either neutral or acidic. The 
acidic mucins can be further categorized as sulfated (sulfomucin) or nonsulfated 
(sialomucin). The oligosaccharide side chain~ are often terminated by sialic acid or a 
sulfate group providing them with a negative charge (Allen et al. , 1982). The immature 
goblet cells contain mostly neutral mucins; however, as goblet cell maturity occurs, the 
composition changes to a higher percentage of sialated mucins. The oligosaccharides 
prevent the formation of a helix and prevent bending of the molecule (Lamont, 1992). 
Small intestinal mucin has a molecular weight of 2 x I 06 daltons and consists of 8 
subunits which are connected by disulfide bonds. There are 78 disulfide bridges per 
molecule (Starkley et al. , I974). These subunits have a molecular weight of 2.4 x I 05 Da 
and become separated from each other when the glycoprotein has been exposed to 
proteolytic attack (Mantle et al. , 1981). 
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Table 1.1 Amino acid composition of the small intestinal mucus glycoprotein 
Adapted from Mantle & Allen (1981 ). 
Amino Acid (nmollmg dry wt of (mol/1 00 mol of 
gl yeo protein) the protein) 
Lys 39 ± 7 2.22 
His 24 ± 2 1.37 
Arg 39± 4 2.22 
Asp 81 ± 10 4.63 
Thr 464 ± 35 26.53 
Ser 182 ± 10 10.40 
Glu 74 ± 7 4.20 
Pro 270 ± 13 15.44 
G1y 98 ± 4 5.60 
Ala 66 ± 6 3.77 
'Cys 75 ± 2 4.28 
Val 125 ± 11 7.15 
Met 22 ± 4 1.25 
Ile 55 ± 6 3.14 
Leu 75 ± 6 4.28 
Tyr 26 ± 9 1.46 
Phe 35 ± 9 2.00 
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Mucin has a linear peptide core with oligosaccharides radiating out from the central core. 
The structure of mucin is often referred to as a " bottle brush" structure with the bristles of 
the brush being the carbohydrate chains and the wire being the protein core (Allen et al., 
1982) (Figure 1.2). This structure allows for two distinct protein core regions: the 
glycosylated or native area, and the non-glycosylated or " naked" region. The 
carbohydrate portion of the glycoprotein is linked by 0-glycosidic bond to threonine or 
serine. These carbohydrates are so tightly packed together that they serve a an area of 
protection ofthe protein core from any enzymes present in the gut. It is the non-
glycosylated areas which are subject to degradation (Allen et al., 1982). The non-
glycosylated region i globular in shape and is rich in glutamic acid, a partie acid and 
other acidic amino acids. As well, it is due to the high degree of glycosylation that mucin 
has a density of around 1.4 g/ml (Van Klinken et al. , 1998). Purification techniques 
make use of the high degree of glycosylation of thi glycoprotein. 
6 
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Figure 1.2. Non-glycosylated regions and "bottle brush" appearance of glycosylated 
regions and of the mucin monomer. (Adapted from Lamont, 1992) 
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Scawen & Allen ( 1976) studied the structure of mucin and its subunits when subjected to 
proteolytic attack. They noted that when observed alone, the mucin subunits contain the 
same amount of carbohydrate as the original polymer. However, the difference lies in the 
amino acid content. Threonine, serine and proline constitute 18.6 - 25.6% of the 
undigested glycoprotein which is increased to 61-67% in the cleaved glycoprotein. The 
digested area found in the non-glycosylated regions of the glycoprotein is rich in the 
amino acid cysteine which allows for the formation of disulfide bridges (Allen, 1981 ). 
The non-glycosylated region makes up 25% of the protein portion of glycoprotein 
(Clamp et al. , 1978). 
Bell et al. ( 1985) studied pig gastric and duodenal mucus and discovered that the 
mechanical properties of these two mucus layers are similar to those found in human 
mucus layers of the same organ. This indicates that pig mucus is a good model for 
human mucus layers. Most mucins found in mammals have similar structures (Lamont, 
1992). The neonatal piglet is an effective model for studying gut metabolism since it is 
very similar physiologically and metabolically to the human infant (Mantle et al., 1981 ). 
1.3 Role of mucus in the gastrointestinal tract 
The mucus layer serves many physiological functions. As mentioned previously (section 
1.1 ). the mucus gel layer protects the underlying epithelium from various luminal factors. 
For example, it serves as a physical barrier since it is the first site of exposure of the 
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intestinal epithelium to gut bacteria (Deplancke & Gaskins, 200 I). As well , the mucus 
layer acts as a lubricant by coating various particles, non-digested food and sloughed 
ce lls in order to facilitate their clearance through the intestine (Faure et a l. , 2002). It also 
aids in transport between the lumen and the epithe lial lining in addition to regulating 
hydration of the epithelium (Deplancke & Gaskins, 2001 ). The mucus gel layer also 
protects the epithelium of the intestine from mechanical damage that may occur during 
digestion and through the corrosive action of acidic gastric juice and proteolysis by 
digestive enzymes (Montagne et al. , 2004). The mucus layer of the intestine is also a free 
radical scavenger (Cross et al. , 1984) and a selective barrier (Allen et a l. , 1985). Overal l, 
the mucus layer plays an important role in the overall nutrition and health of the animal 
due to its role in protection and maintenance of adequate functionality. 
The carbohydrate structure of the mucin glycoprotein provides a function in the lumen of 
the gastrointestinal tract as well. The oligosaccharide chains can immobilize enzymes 
which prevent them from being removed by peristalsis thereby improving their uti liza tion 
effi ciency (Montagne et a l. , 2004). The carbohydrate chains also provide attachment 
sites for immunoglobulins and lysozymes to ensure that they are maximally util ized in 
the lumen. If this binding did not occur, these useful proteins would be washed away and 
degraded by bacteria present in the lumen (Lamont, 1992). The side chains also play an 
important role in protection from pathogens and toxins by serving as an area of 
attachment fo r various bacteria thereby preventing bacterial access to the epithelial cells 
and a llowing easy removal of any invading organisms (Lamont, 1992). 
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The non-glycosylated protein core is hydrophobic and may be involved in binding other 
molecules such as lipids and other proteins (Lamont, 1992), while the oligosaccharide 
chains are hydrophilic and are therefore involved in binding water. These properties 
account for the gel-forming properties of mucin (Lamont, 1992). 
1.4 Synthesis of mucin and regulation of secretion 
Mucin is synthesized in intestinal goblet cells. Since the life span of mucin is 
approximately 3 days from production in the goblet cell to being secreted into the lumen, 
the regulation of its release is an area of interest. The process of mucin synthesis 
originally occurs in the rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) where it is then passed to the 
Golgi apparatus. Here it is glycosylated and packaged into a membrane-bound mucin 
granule. The addition of carbohydrates to mucin is facilitated by membrane-bound 
glycosyltransferases which transfer monosaccharides from nucleotide sugar donors in the 
Golgi apparatus. The addition of sulfate groups for the termination of the 
oligosaccharides is accomplished by transfer from 3 '-phosphoadenosine-5 '-phosphate by 
Golgi sulfotransferases (Deplancke & Gaskins, 200 1 ). 
Upon development, the immature goblet cells, which contain only a few mucin granules 
and are found only in the crypts, begin producing mucin granules immediately. The 
immature goblet cells are large and have the shape of a pyramid and contain organelles 
which are located between the mucin granules. As the cell moves towards the villus tip, 
it decreases in volume through the loss of cytoplasm and some of the organelles. As the 
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movement continues and the volume decreases, the mature goblet cell takes a cup-like 
shape with the apical portion filled with mucin granules and the narrow basal side 
containing the remaining organelles and the nucleus. The mature goblet cells are located 
in the intestinal glands and the villi and contain many mucus globules. When the goblet 
cells release a mucus granule, the mucus is released and covers the epithelial surface. 
The mucus layer is not static in thickness due to removal by luminal contents. Therefore, 
in healthy animals, there is a continuous balance being achieved between the production 
of mucin on the mucosal side and removal on the luminal side (Lamont, 1992). The 
integrity of the mucus layer is maintained by the process of basal or continuous slow 
exocytosis (Oliver & Specian, 1995). Basal secretion is used for proper maintenance of 
the mucus layer which would be needed to replenish mucin lost due to erosion and 
digestive processes. This process occurs by releasing a single mucin granule. When 
goblet cells are exposed to various stimuli or secretagogues (Section 1.5) an increase in 
the release of mucin is observed due to acceleration of secretion. During this process 
many granules move to the plasma membrane of the goblet cell and fuse. At the same 
time, all of these granules are released expelling their contents (Lamont, 1992). The 
factors that stimulate the process of mucin secretion are not fully understood. The goblet 
cell , after expelling its contents, is able to restore its mucin content within 1-2 hours and 
can participate in baseline or accelerated secretion again (Lamont, 1992). The process of 
mucin secretion can be accelerated in the presence of a variety of materials known as 
mucin secretagogues. 
II 
1.5 Mucin secretagogues 
The regulation of the release of mucin plays a part in the protective role of the mucus 
layer. The mucus layer has been shown to interact with various luminal factors which 
alter the secretory activity of the goblet cells. These factors are known as secretagogues. 
This is an interesting area of research, since an increased release of mucin may possibly 
alter the amount of threonine required to maintain the production of mucin, and in turn 
the protective capacity of mucus. Studies have been conducted on the effects of 
secretagogues, such as fiber, protein, bacteria, drugs and hormones, antinutritional factors 
and short chain fatty acids, on mucin secretion. These studies are summarized below. 
1.5.1 Fiber 
There have been numerous studies performed using fiber as a secretagogue (Lien et al. , 
1996, Satchithanandam et al. , 1996). Barcelo et al. (2000) observed the effect of various 
food components using the isolated perfused rat colon. They looked at the effect of algal 
polysaccharide alginate since this is a component of gelling agents, thickeners, stabilizers 
or emulsifiers used in food. They found that alginate increased mucin secretion. 
Furthermore, they found that luminal administration ofulvan (a fiber extracted from 
green seaweed) and glucuronic acid (a component of ulvan) also caused an increase in 
mucin secretion indicating a role of glucuronic acid in the secretion process. 
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In another study, a wheat-based diet was supplemented with pea fiber and an increase in 
the ileal output of mucin was observed (Lien et al., 2001 ). An increase in ileal output of 
mucin in pigs fed a diet containing fiber from wheat straw, com cob and wood cellulose 
has also been observed (Mariscal-Landin et al., 1995). When fed a diet containing bran, 
the goblet cell numbers increased when compared to a fiber-free control group (Dunsford 
et al. , 1991 ). As well , with the use of labeled glucose and sulfate, it was observed that 
there was an increase in incorporation ofthese molecules into mucin when rats were fed a 
diet containing wheat bran and cellulose as compared to the control (Schmidt-Wittig et 
al. , 1996). When exposed to citrus fiber, the stomach and small intestine of the rat 
increased mucin secretion by 390% in the stomach and 210% in the small intestine 
(Satchithanandam et al., 1990). Lundin et al. (1993) also showed that when oat bran, rye 
bran and soybean hull were supplemented into a low-fiber diet, there was an increase in 
the volume and number of goblet cells in the jejunum and ileum of hamsters. 
As indicated, fiber and mucin secretion has been studied extensively over the years. 
There is a well-defined link between fiber and an increase in mucin secretion. 
Allen ( 1981) determined that fiber·s role in mucin secretion is due to its effect on erosion 
of the mucus layer of the epithelium and the effect it has on enzymatic proteolysis. 
Insoluble fiber abrades the mucus layer causing mucin to be sloughed off in larger 
quantities than normal. Chemically, fiber alters enzymatic activity and the distribution of 
enzymes in the lumen which plays a role in mucin secretion (Schneeman et al., 1982). 
Fiber and its role on mucin secretion has proven to be very interesting. However, it is 
just one of many nutrients that cause an increase in mucin secretion. 
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1.5.2 Dietary protein sources 
Although the effects of dietary protein have been studied to a Jesser degree than fiber, 
protein has been shown to cause an increase in mucin secretion. Claustre and colleagues 
(2002) determined that a 5% (wt/vol) lactalbumin (a component of casein) hydrolysate 
caused an increase in mucin secretion in the jejunum by 335% when compared to that of 
the control group. Chicken egg albumin and meat hydrolysates did not have the same 
effect on mucin secretion as the other two protein hydrolysates, indicating that mucin 
discharge is sensitive to the protein source. 
In the same study, Claustre found that when casein hydrolysate or ~-casomorphin-7 (an 
opioid peptide derived from bovine ~-casein) was exposed to the lumen of the vascularly 
perfused rat jejunum, there was a strong increase in mucus secretion. Trompette and 
colleagues' (2003) findings suggest that opioid peptides may activate 1-1-receptors, which 
may be involved with gastrointestinal protection through an increase in mucin secretion. 
This is an important observation since it has been found that after consumption of a 
bovine milk diet, ~-casomorphins have been found in the human smal l intestine and in 
the plasma of calves (Umbach et al. , 1985). Claustre et al. (2002) also determined that 
neither native casein nor an amino acid mixture of glutamine and glutamic acid had an 
effect on mucin secretion. Overall, these finding are important to the nutritional 
community since milk is the only protein source for the suckling neonate. In addition, 
this could be very interesting when considering the consumption of infant formulas based 
on hydrolyzed casein, such as Carnation GoodSta11® . This concept would be of 
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particular interest when considering the link between mucin secretion and amino acid 
requirements, particularly in the neonate. 
1.5.3 Bacteria 
In addition to nutritional components, bacteria have been repeatedly demonstrated to be a 
mucin secretagogue. One of the most studied bacteria with regards to mucin secretion is 
Cholera and its toxin. When the small intestine is exposed to cholera toxin, mucin 
synthesis increases (Leitch, 1988, Moore et al. , 1993 , Roomi et al. , 1984, Yardley et al. , 
1972, Forstner, et al. , 1982, Forstner et al. , 1981 , George et al., 1983, Njoku et al. , 1983, 
Sherr et al. , 1979, Chadee et al. , 1991 , Epple et al., 1997, Elliott et al. , 1970, Moore et al. , 
1993) and the goblet cells of the intestine are depleted of mucin (Yardley et al. , 1972). 
The process of mucin secretion into the lumen of the intestine responds rapidly to the 
presence of cholera toxin (George and Leitch, 1983, Leitch, 1988, Njoku et al. , 1982). It 
is thought that the mechanism of action in the intestine via cholera toxin since Vibrio 
cholerae actually colonizes the intestine and releases cholera toxin. The small intestine 
responds by secreting large amounts of water and salt and mucin to aid in bowel 
movement and excretion of the toxin (Flach et al. , 2004). Moore et al. (1993) used an in 
vitro open loop model to observe mucin secretion stimulated by cholera toxin. They 
observed a 4-fold increase in luminal mucin content when the proximal and distal 
portions of the rat small intestine were exposed to the cholera toxin. 
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In one study reported by Steinberg et al. (1975), proximal jejunal loops were isolated and 
cannulated with all blood supply left intact. This model was then used to observe the 
effects of shigella toxin on mucin secretion and how it compares to the response observed 
with cholera toxin. Both toxins induced mucin discharge, however, the onset of secretion 
of shigella toxin was I 05 minutes whereas cholera was much quicker with an onset of 15 
to 30 minutes. Despite this difference, identical rates of mucin secretion were observed. 
Another bacterial toxin that causes mucin ecretion is purified listeriolysis 0 (LLO) (an 
exotoxin of L. monocytogenes). This bacterium has been found to apically increase 
mucin exocytosis in cultured human HT29-MTX cells (Coconnier et al. , 1998). L. 
monocytogenes is a gram-positive pathogen found in the food of humans and animals. 
In addition, similar results have been observed with the use of Entamoeba histolytica 
(Chadee et al. , 1991) using a colonic loop model as well as Yersinia enterocolitica (YE) 
(Mantle et al., 1989) in the mid and distal rabbit small intestine. 
The study of bacteria and mucin secretion is of particular interest since bacteria in our 
food supply present a chronic exposure and challenge to the GIT. This chronic exposure 
is even more of a concern in the typical environment of agricultural animals. Moreover, 
the bacterial toxin ' s role in mucin secretion provides a good model to examine the 
extreme circumstances of the mucosal defense process which includes mucin secretion. 
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1.5.4 Antinutritional factors 
Lectins have been shown to bind glycoproteins and therefore lead to decreased mucin 
hydrolysis through the digestive process in the small intestine. This in tum causes an 
increase in mucin fermentation in the colon and cecum. As well , lectins have been 
shown to increase the release of histamine which has been shown to be another mucin 
secretagogue (Haas et al. , 1999). 
Antinutritional factors and their interactions with mucin are important in agricultural 
feeds. Threonine is the second limiting an1ino acid in most feedstuffs in Canada. These 
feedstuffs also contain other antinutritional factors such as tannins, lignins and other fiber 
components. This abundance of mucin secretagogues in feed may have significant 
implications on feed amino acid supplementation. 
1.5.5 Hormones and drugs 
Various drugs have been shown to be mucin secretagogues as well. Carbachol, when 
exposed to the rat small intestine, depleted the mucin secretory granules found in goblet 
cells in as little as 5 minutes (Phillips, 1992). Similar results were found in the isolated 
vascularly perfused rat colon when exposed to neurotransmitter and hormones such as 
bethanechol, bombesin and vasoactive intestinal peptide. As well , serotonin, peptide YY, 
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bromolasalocid, interleukin-1 ~'sodium nitroprusside and dimethyi-PGE2 caused an 
increase in mucin discharge in the rat colon (Plaisancie et al., 1998). 
1.5.6 Short chain fatty acids 
A mixture of short chain fatty acids or individua l short chain fatty acids, with the 
exception of succinate and lactate, have been shown to cause an increase in mucin 
secretion in the rat colon. Shimotoyodome et al. (2000) tested the short chain fatty acids, 
acetate, propionate, and butyrate, and observed an increase in mucus secretion. 
Overall, the area of nutritional, bacterial and pharmacological effects on mucin secretion 
has been widely studied and has proven to be very interesting. However, the overall role 
that this process plays in the organism from a nutritional cost point of view has not been 
investigated. 
1.6 Degradation of mucin 
The g lycoproteins found in the mucus layer of the intestine are gradua lly degraded as 
they move through the intestine. The protein core is partially degraded in the upper 
gastrointestinal tract; however, the enzymes that are necessary for the breakdown of the 
carbohydrate portion of the glycoprotein are present only in the large intestine. It has 
been proposed that the broken down protein core serves as a food source for anaerobic 
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bacteria located in the colon. These bacteria possess the glycosidase enzymes necessary 
to degrade the carbohydrates (Allen et al. , 1981 ). As well , there is an enzyme in the 
intestine called mucinase that is responsible for mucin degradation and research has been 
done to investigate how this enzyme is regulated. Some dietary factors such as guar gum, 
pectin and carrageenan have been found to reduce mucinase activity whereas cellulose-
free and fiber-free diets have been shown to increase mucinase activity (Shiau & Chang, 
1983). 
Degradation of mucin is difficult due to the high amount of oligosaccharides structurally 
present. Therefore mucin could be a significant endogenous protein loss (Montagne et 
al. , 2004, Reeds et al. , 1999). This is important nutritionally since the protein and 
carbohydrate that is broken down from the mucin structure is not reabsorbed by the large 
intestine. Particularly, if the threonine from the protein core is excreted, this would affect 
the threonine requirement and protein needs of the animal. 
1. 7 Mucins and disease 
Adequate mucus gel layer integrity is required for proper functioning of the small 
intestine. Inadequate mucin secretion can lead to various disease states. Changes in the 
mucus gel layer are observed in a variety of intestinal and nutritional disorders such as 
enteric infections, inflammatory bowel disease, colon cancer, diseases which require total 
parenteral nutrition (TPN), Helicobacter infection, ulcerative colitis, Crohn' s disease and 
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gastritis. This demonstrates the importance of the development and maintenance of 
mucin production (Deplancke & Gaskins, 2001 , Corfield et al., 2000). 
Infection by Helicobacter pylori can lead to gastritis and ulcers. During H. pylori 
infection, the glycosylated portion of mucin becomes altered in an irreversible manner. 
This alteration of the carbohydrate area allows for favorable attachment of the bacteria 
(Ota et al. , 1998) and results in ulcer formation. 
In ulcerative colitis, a reduction in the amount of goblet cells has been observed leading 
to a decrease in the amount of mucin produced which consequently reduces the thickness 
of the mucus layer. (McCormick et al., 1990, Pullan et al. , 1994). Mucus thickness is 
often altered in different disease states which could possibly be an indication of a 
decrease in the rate of mucin synthesis (Faure eta!., 2002). When the composition of 
mucus is examined in patients with ulcerative colitis, it has been noted that there is an 
increased secretion of a mucin species that is usually retained within the goblet cell 
granules (Smith and Podolsky, 1987). 
Probiotics, when combined with a protein hydrolysate, can reduce the intestinal 
inflammation and mucosal barrier permeability (Majamaa et al. , 1997). This could be an 
indication of how bacteria interact with the mucus layer and a possible alteration in 
mucin synthesis. The presence of probiotics may impede any invading organisms from 
entering the mucus layer by attaching to the carbohydrate side chains. Therefore, the 
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preferred binding sites of the invading bacteria are already occupied leaving excretion as 
the fate for the intruder. 
Mucin genetics also play a role in various disease states. In numerous studies, the MUC 
genes have been studied extensively (Buisine et al. , 1998, Gendler and Spicer, 1995, 
Gum et al., 1991 , Tytgat et al., 1995, Tytgat et al. , 1994) and it has been determined that 
of the thirteen MUC genes found in the body (Corfield et al. , 2001), MUC 2, MUC 3, 
MUC 4 and MUC 6 are present in the small intestine (Gender & Spicer, 1995). The 
study of the regulation and expression of these genes provide insight into how mucins 
play a role in diseases such as cancer, cystic fibrosis, asthma and other respiratory 
illnesses (Gender & Spicer, 1995). It has been found that there is a correlation between H. 
pylori infections, which can lead to mucosal inflammation ofthe stomach and intestine, 
and decreased rates of mucin synthesis (Ece et al, 2004). 
1.8 Dietary effects on mucins 
The presence of nutrients in the intestinal lumen has a major influence on the structure 
and quantity of mucin. The dietary effects on mucin are not only important because of 
the chemical changes that may occur in its structure, such as the acidic or neutral 
population ofmucins in goblet cells, but also because ofthe impact it has on the synthesis 
and release of mucin from goblet cells. 
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Studies have shown that diet may affect the types of mucin and the number of goblet cells 
present as well as the rate of mucin secretion from these goblet cells (Deplancke & 
Gaskins, 2001 ). In one study, it was found that the total number of goblet cells was 
higher in the jejunum and ileum of a TPN-fed neonatal piglet as opposed to an enterally 
fed piglet (Deplancke & Gaskins, 2001 ) . Kleesen et al. (2003) found that the thickness of 
the epithelial mucus layer and the number of goblet cells present were altered in rats fed a 
diet containing a fructan called oligofructose-long chain inulin. In addition, when piglets 
were fed a diet of carboxymethylcellulose (a highly viscous nonfermentable soluble 
polysaccharide), Piel et al. (2005) observed that there was an increase in the number of 
total ileal goblet cells per villus and in ileal flow of mucin when compared to the control 
group. 
Another indication of the effect of diet on mucin is found through the weaning process. 
Early weaning causes various health issues and it is thought that these problems are 
related to intestinal goblet cell function and numbers. This is an important issue in the 
agricultural industry since animals are being weaned earlier in life to increase 
productivity. Studies have shown that there is a decrease in acidic and neutral 
carbohydrate-containing goblet cells after weaning (Dunsford et al. , 1991 ), which is 
thought to increase the exposure of the epithelium to the luminal contents. As well , the 
decrease in the goblet cell population may be due to a change in the rates of maturation 
and proliferation. Further study needs to be done in this area to fully understand the 
effects of weaning on the mucus layer. 
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1.9 Threonine utilization in the gut 
Protein synthesis rates in the small intestine are very high, accounting for 9-12% of daily 
whole body protein synthesis. Mucosal digestive enzymes, mucins, trefoi l pruticles and 
hormones are just a few of the proteins that are synthesized in the small intestinal tissue 
(Baracos et a l. , 2000). 
When compared to the rest of the body, the gut requires a different amino acid profile in 
order to maintain adequate growth and maintenance. This difference in amino acid 
requirement is due to the gufs role in protection, digestion and absorption. Therefore, 
determining this requirement for specific amino acids is important for the understanding 
of the growth and development of the gut in animals. There are numerous methods for 
determining whole body amino acid requirements which include growth a says, nitrogen 
balance and amino acid oxidation techniques. With adaptations of these techniques, it 
has been determined that of all of the amino acids, the threonine requir ment of the gut is 
proportionately the greatest of the amino acids and it is believed that this is primarily due 
to mucin synthesis. 
Bertolo and co-workers (1998) showed that when a piglet was fed via total parenteral 
nutrition (TPN, bypassing the gut) versus enteral feeding, the threonine requirement was 
decreased by 55%. These findings were supported by Stoll et al. (1998) who showed in 
pigs that 61% of the dietary threonine was extracted by the portal drained viscera (PDV), 
which is dominated by gut metabolism, whereas other indispensable amino acids were 
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extracted at only 14-33%. They also showed that 90% of the threonine that was 
metabolized by the gut was either secreted as mucosal proteins or catabolized. As well , it 
has been shown that 84% of the dietary threonine is retained by the gut in pigs fed a high 
protein diet and 100% is retained when fed a low protein diet (van Goudoever et al., 
2000). This high demand for threonine is thought to be the result of mucin synthesis that 
occurs in the goblet cells of the small intestine. The mucus layer is continuously being 
removed. Therefore, mucin synthesis must occur at a rate which maintains the layer' s 
integrity. When feeding is occurring via TPN, mucin synthesis is reduced, which in turn 
reduces the threonine requirement of the gut. Law et al. (2007) showed that there was 
reduced goblet cell number and gut growth in general when piglets were fed a threonine-
deficient diet gastrically. 
These studies suggest that threonine is important in small intestinal metabolism. 
However, the metabolic fate of threonine that is used by the gut is unknown. It is 
possible that dietary threonine is incorporated into mucosal proteins. Dietary threonine 
could also be oxidized; however, Schaart et al. (2005) determined that the PDV utilized a 
large amount of threonine for intestinal mucosal protein synthesis and secretory protein 
synthesis in pigs since their study showed that only 2-9% of dietary threonine was 
oxidized. Mucosal protein synthesis can utilize amino acids from both the luminal and 
arterial sources. Zhao et al. ( 1986) discovered, among his research in threonine balance, 
that there was a loss ofthreonine through a non-oxidative pathway and he suggested that 
this loss was through mucin secretion; 71% of the threonine avai )able was incorporated 
into small intestinal proteins. As well , Schaart et al. (2005) discovered that when pigs 
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were fed a high protein diet, most of the dietary threonine used by the small intestine is 
incorporated from the luminal threonine supply. However, when a low protein diet is 
consumed, systemic threonine is extracted for the metabolic needs of the small intestine. 
1.10 Mucin and Threonine requirements 
Mucin is particularly rich in the essential amino acid threonine. Mucin accounts for 19% 
of the protein in calf ileal digesta (Montagne et a!. , 1999) and 5-11% of protein losses in 
pig ileal digesta, with threonine constituting 28-35% of the total amino acids (Lien et al., 
1997). Threonine that is lost from the ileum enters the colon where microbes digest 
mucin, but the threonine released is not reabsorbed and is in tum lost from the body. 
Therefore, the threonine requirement of the small intestine is of particular interest due to 
the high amount of threonine lost in the gut. Nutritionally, threonine requirements and 
utilization in the gut are very important since individuals with impaired gut function or 
intestinal disease may require increased amounts of threonine to meet the requir ments 
for proper gut integrity. Adequate amounts of threonine are required to maintain the 
mucus gel layer of the intestine. The maintenance of this layer is important since it 
serves as a protective barrier for the gut. If threonine that is utilized during the first-pass 
metabolism for mucin synthesis is increased, then the availability of threonine in portal 
circulation will decrease and in tum decrease threonine that is available for peripheral 
tissues (Reeds et al., 1999). Not only is the basal threonine requirement of the gut of 
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interest, but so is the requirement under a variety of nutritional and pathological 
conditions which compromise functionality of the gut. 
Various studie have demonstrated the critical role threonine plays in mucin synthesis. In 
one of these studies, Faure et al. (2005) found that when feeding rats for 14 days diets 
with various threonine levels, mucosal protein ynthesi rates did not differ between 
groups. However, mucin synthesis rates were sen iti ve to dietary threonine levels and 
there was a significant difference observed in rat fed 30% and I 00% of the theoretical 
threonine requirement for rats. This difference was observed throughout the entire small 
intestine and colon. 
1.11 Experimental Rational and Objectives 
Mucin is a g lycoprotein that is rich in the amino acids proline, serine and threonine. It 
erves as a protective barrier for the epithelium of the small intestine from luminal factors 
such as bacteria, enzymes and digestive mate rial. This protective layer is maintained by a 
continuous process of mucin synthesis and s cretion. Since mucin is rich in threonine, 
the availabi lity of this essential amino acid is crucial to the production of mucin and in 
turn, to the integrity of the small intestine. 
Therefore, the objective of our study was to determine if the synthesis of small intestinal 
mucosal and mucin protein is sensitive to varying luminal threonine levels. To fulfi ll this 
objective, we had to: 
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1. Confirm the effectiveness of mucin purification techniques and establish these 
techniques in our laboratory. 
2. To develop the gut loop model as a novel technique to study the interaction 
between luminal nutrients and intestinal protein synthesis. 
3. To determine if small intestinal protein and mucin synthesis is sensitive to luminal 
threonine supply 
We hypothesize that: 
I. The gut loop model developed by Adegoke et al. ( 1999a) will prove to be an 
effective model for monitoring the interaction between luminal nutrients and 
intestinal protein synthesis. 
2. The mucosal protein and mucin synthesis rates will be limited by a low luminal 
threonine supply and will increase with increasing threonine availability. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
2.1 Mucin Isolation Techniques 
The classical technique used to quantitatively isolate mucin involves density gradient 
centrifugation with subsequent assays to assess purity (Faure et al. , 2002). A recent 
alternative approach (Faure et al. , 2002) was developed using digestive proteases to 
exploit mucin ' s resistance to these enzymes. We decided to isolate mucin using both 
techniques to validate the newer method in our laboratory. 
2.1.1 Animal Procedure 
A recently weaned, 5-week-old, 11 kg Yorkshire pig was anaesthetized using an injection 
of ketamine hydrochloride (20 mg/kg) and xylazine (2 mg/kg), and was maintained with 
2% halothane gas mixed with oxygen. A midline incision was made and a 30 em section 
of jejunum was excised, emptied and rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to 
remove any chyme. The section of gut was cut lengthwise to expose the lumen. On a 
glass plate imbedded in ice, crude mucus was collected by ' lightly' scraping along the 
length of the section with a glass microscope slide. In another section of gut, mucosa was 
collected by ' firmly ' scraping along the section recovering the entire mucosal tissue 
leaving only muscularis. 
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2.1.2 lsopycnic Density Gradient Centrifugation 
With the crude mucus obtained (see section 2.11), a cesium chloride density gradient was 
performed and the sample was analyzed as per Figure 1.3. This technique makes use of 
the high degree of glycosylation of mucins and its impact on the density of the 
glycoprotein. With this method, the unmodified protein was separated because of its 
lower density than mucins. The nucleic acids were also separated because their density is 
greater than that of both glycoproteins and protein (Allen et al. , 198 1 ). 
2.1.3 Mucin Purification using Protease Digestion and Gravity Gel Filtration 
Chromatography 
Faure et al. (2002) also recently developed a quick and convenient way to purify 
glycoproteins (Figure 1.4 for Summary of Method). Their technique made use of 
mucin ' s resistance to proteases and its high molecular weight. Scraped mucosa was 
homogenized in PBS and exposed to protease digestion using the commercial product 
Flavourzyme, a fungal complex of exopeptidases and endoproteases (Novozymes, 
Bagsvaed, Denmark). Since mucin ' s structure contains protease-resistant areas, most of 
the contaminating protein was completely digested leaving mucin relatively intact. By 
using gel filtration chromatography with Sephacryl S-300 High Resolution, purified 
mucin was isolated from the small amount of remaining contaminating protein. The 
mucin-containing fractions were then identified by sodium dodecyl sulphate -
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polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) with periodic acid/Schiffs base (PAS) 
and Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining. 
2.1.4 SDS-PAGE 
Samples for SDS-PAGE were prepared by taking 20 JlL of the experimental sample and 
mixing it with 3 JlL of 80% glycerol, 2 flL of 1 M OTT and 5 flL of 35 mM SDS in an 
Eppendorftube. The solution was then boiled in water for 3 minutes. 
A 1 mm thick polyacrylamide gel (4% acrylamide stacking/7.5% acrylamide separating) 
at 20 rnA was used. Mucins can be distinguished by their low mobility and their abili ty to 
stain well with PAS stain for glycoproteins. To test for the presence of any contaminating 
proteins, Coomassie Brilliant Blue (G-250) stain (Sigma) was used. Molecular weight 
markers of 30,000 - 200,000 kDa (Sigma, Catalogue # SDS6H2) were used. This method 
was adapted from that of Laemmli (1970). 
2.1.5 PAS Staining of SDS-PAGE Gels 
To perform PAS staining of a polyacrylamide gel, the gel was placed in a plastic 
container and was submerged in 5% v/v phosphotungstic acid (Sigma) in 2 N HCI. The 
gel was left to rock gently for 90 minutes at room temperature. The 5% phosphotungstic 
acid solution was then drained and the gel was immersed in 500 mL of a 7% methanol-
14% acetic acid so lution (v/v) for I hour to allow fo r proper leaching of the SDS. Thi s 
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solution was then poured off and the gel was placed in a 1% periodic acid-7% 
trichloroacetic acid solution (v/v) for another 60 minutes to allow for oxidization of the 
oligosaccharides. To remove excess periodic acid, 250 mL of0.5% sodium metabisulfite 
in 0.1 N HCI was added. The gel was left for I hour at room temperature and then 
drained. The gel was then stained with Schiffs reagent (Fuchsin-sulfite reagent, Sigma) 
in the dark on ice and was left overnight. 
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(2) 
Necropsy 
• mid jejunum excised and I 1.26 g (x2) of 
crude mucus scraped on ice 
Homogenization (80 rnL) 
• 6 M GuHCl, 100 mM OTT, 
50 mM Tris (pH 7.5) for 24 hrs in the dark 
at 4°C 
• 250 mM Iodoacetamide added and stirred 
for an additional 24 hours in the dark at 
4°C. 
CsCl Density Gradient Ultracentrifugation 
( I) 4 M GuHCI, 50 mM Tris, I 00 mM DTT 
(2) 0.5 M GuHCI, 50 mM Tris, I 00 mM DTT 
• density of 1.50g/mL 
• 200,300 x g, 70 hrs, 
l 2°C, SW-28 rotor l • 12 fractions collected 
• 1 mL weighed to obtain density 
Dialysis against deionized water 
for 24 hours 
(Spectra/Por MWCO ( 12-14000)) 
1 • stored at 4 oc 
Freeze-Dry 
• Resuspended in 200J.lL I 0 mM Tris, 35 mM SDS 
Orcinol assay (Francois et al , 1962) 
Bradford assay (Bradford, 1976) 
SDS-PAGE with PAS staining 
I 
Purified Mucin 
• 1 mm gel (4% acrylamide 
stacking/7.5% acrylamide 
migrating) 
Figure 1.3 Summary of mucin isolation procedures using isopycnic density gradient 
ultracentrifugation 
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Homogenization of scraped mucosa 
20 mg of Flavourzyme added 
• incubated under agitation at 37°C overnight 
Flavourzyme activity stopped 
• 4 oc for 10 minutes 
Added 4 M GuHCI, 10 mM DTT 
• 2 hours solubilization under agitation 
25 mM lodoacetamide 
• overnight under agitation 
Gravity Gel Filtration 
• I 0 mL PO-l 0 columns filled with Sephacryl S - 300 HR (globular 
protein fractionation range = I x I 04 - I x I 06) 
• equilibrated with 0.05 M Tris (pH 7.5), containing 2M GuHCl 
Load 1 mL of homogenate onto column 
Mucin eluted in void volume 
·With 0.05 M Tris, pH 7.5 containing 2M GuHCl 
l Washed 12 times 
[ Dialysis against deionized water (48 hours) J 
~ 
Freeze-dried and resuspended in 100 uL 
deionized water 
SDS-PAGE with PAS staining 
Figure 1.4 Summary of protocol for isolating mucin via gel filtration 
chromatography. 
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2.2 Gut Loop Model 
2.2.1 Animal Preparation 
Seven fasted, ~24-kg domestic pigs were anaesthetized using an initial flow of 4% 
halothane mixed with oxygen and maintained with 2% halothane and oxygen. The pig 
was then cleaned thoroughly with soap and periodine and a midline incision was made to 
expose the small intestine which was laid gently outside of the abdominal cavity. The 
ligament ofTreitz (end of duodenum) was identified and 15 em distal of the ligament, an 
inlet cannula (10, 1/ 16 in. ; OD, 1/8 in., Watson Marlow, Cornwall, England) was inserted 
into a hole made with an 18 gauge needle through the intestinal wall into the lumen. The 
tubing was secured by tying a suture around the intestine and tubing and closing off that 
end of the intestine. A 1 0-cm section of gut was then measured and the same procedure 
was performed at the opposite end providing an outlet cannula (ID, 3/32 in.; 00, 5/16 in., 
Watson Marlow, Cornwall, England) for the loop. A total of four loops were prepared 
similarly with 50 em of intestine between loops. The loops were flushed with PBS (144.6 
mM NaCI , 15.9 mM Na2HP04 , 1.2 mM NaH2P04 • H20 , pH 7.4, 37°C) to remove any 
chyme that may be present. The intestines were then rinsed with warm 0.9% saline and 
placed gently back into the abdominal cavity for the duration of the experiment. To 
prevent adhesion between the handled intestines, adequate moisture levels were 
maintained by spraying the intestine with warn1 0.9% saline solution and by covering the 
gut with plastic wrap. The pig' s heart rate, respiration, body temperature and oxygen 
saturation were monitored throughout the experiment. 
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2.2.2 Perfusion 
The perfusion solutions were continuously warmed in a water bath at 37°C. The inlet and 
outlet cannulae were attached to a multi-channel peristaltic pump (Watson Marlow, 
Cornwall, England) which pumped respective amino acid solutions through the loops 
(Section 2.2.3); in one loop, PBS solution was used as a control. The various solutions 
and loops were randomly allocated. After a 90 minute perfusion was completed, the 
amino acid solution was replaced with an equivalent amino acid solution containing I 00 
~-tL of0.5 mCi/mL 31-I-phenylalanine (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) in a 2 mM 
phenylalanine solution; this flooding dose of phenylalanine was infused for an additional 
30 minutes. A schematic of the set up is shown in Figure 1.5. 
After the flooding dose perfusion was completed, the loop was excised using caqtery to 
prevent bleeding, flushed with cold 0.9% saline, cut lengthwise and scraped with a 
microscope slide on ice to remove the mucosa. The tissue was immediately frozen in 
liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C until further analysis. The precise time of the removal 
of the loops was recorded. 
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Figure 1.5 Schematic of gut loop model and amino acid perfusion set up 
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2.2.3 Amino Acid Mixture 
The amino acid profile was based on that from analyzed sow's milk protein (Davis et al. , 
1994) with some minor modifications; the total amino acid concentration in each 
perfusion solution was based on that used by Adegoke et al. (2003). Amino acids (Sigma, 
St. Louis, MO) were weighed out individually as per Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2. Basal amino acid profile of perfused nutrient solution (500 mL) 
Weight of 
Amino Acid Amino Acid 
(mg) 
Alanine 63.4 
Arginine 77.5 
Aspartic acid 137.3 
Cysteine 28.2 
Glutamic acid 204.2 
Glycine 56.3 
Histidine 42.3 
Isoleucine 70.4 
Leucine 156.7 
Lysine 114.4 
Methionine 38.7 
Proline 206.0 
Taurine 8.8 
Tryptophan 35.2 
Tyrosine 68.7 
Valine 81.0 
Glutamine 140.9 
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The crystalline amino acids were weighed and mixed to make a homogeneous mixture 
which was added in small aliquots to 500 mL of deionized H20 which was heated to 55-
650C. The temperature was maintained to dissolve the amino acids and the solution was 
exposed to a continuous flow of nitrogen gas to prevent oxidation. The temperature was 
monitored throughout to ensure it did not exceed 75°C. 
Once all of the amino acids were dissolved, the volume was divided in half(250 mL). To 
one half, 37.85 mg of phenylalanine was added to make the basal 90 minute perfusion 
solutions. To the other half, 82.6 mg of phenylalanine was added to be used as the 
flooding dose solution (Adegoke eta!., 1999a). The two mixtures were further divided 
into three 50 mL aliquots each (three for the 90 minute perfusion and three for the 
flooding dose solution). 
The test amino acids, threonine and serine, were then added according to Table 1.3; 
serine was used to maintain isonitrogenicity between solutions. Bertolo eta!. (1998) have 
previously estimated the requirement of threonine in orally-fed, 4-kg piglets as 28 mg/g 
amino acids. Three levels ofthreonine were tested: 0%, 75% and 200% of this estimated 
requirement. The test amino acids were added to each 50 mL solution. There were two 
50 mL solutions mixed for each threonine treatment (one for the 90 minute perfusion and 
one for the flooding dose infusion). 
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Table 1.3 Threonine and Serine amounts (mg) for each 50 mL amino acid mixtw-e 
containing varying levels ofthreonine 
Percent of Requirement Threonine (mg/50 mL) Serine (mg/50 mL) 
0% 0.0 14.7 
75% 3.5 11.6 
200% 9.4 6.4 
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To the flooding dose solution of each threonine treatment, 100 f.lL of 0.5 mCi/mL 3H-
phenylalanine was also added. 
2.2.4 Measuring Tissue Free and Tissue Bound Amino Acids 
The methods for the measurement of tissue free and tissue bound amino acids were 
adapted from those of Adegoke et al. (1999). Approximately 300 mg of mucosa was 
homogenized for 45 seconds in 3 mL of ice cold 2% (w/v) perchloric acid using a 
Polytron homogenizer set at 50% of maximum speed. The homogenized samples were 
then centrifuged at 2800 x g for 15 minutes and the resulting supernatant was decanted 
into a 5 mL vial. Standards ( 40 f.lL norleucine (25 f.!mollmL) and 30 f.lL of 14C-leucine 
(0.5 f.lC i/mL; 1,110,000 dprn/mL)) were added to the supernatant and the sample was 
frozen and stored until further analysis of tissue free amino acids. 
The supernatant was neutralized with a half-vol ume of saturated potassium citrate (I gin 
0.65 mL deionized water) (S igma, St. Louis, MO). The samples were left to sit on ice for 
10 minutes and were then filtered using a 0.45 f.!m filter. The samples were frozen and 
stored until further analysis. 
The pellet containing the tissue bound an1ino acids was washed with 4 mL of ice-cold 2% 
(w/v) perchloric acid by disrupting the pellet with a plastic disposable pipet. This 
disruption was fo llowed by centrifugation at 2800 x g for 15 minutes. The supernatant 
was discarded and the rinsing procedure was repeated 4 times. 
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The remaining pellet was resuspended in 1.3 mL of 1 M NaOH by disrupting the pellet 
with a Teflon pestle. NaOH was added slowly to a total of 2.4 mL. The samples were 
then left to sit in a 37°C water bath for - 1.5 hours, or until they appeared clear, to 
solubilize the protein; 0.05 mL of the solution was kept for total protein analysis. 
To the remaining tissue bound amino acid mixture, 1.2 mL of cold 20% (w/v) perchloric 
acid was added and the mixture was allowed to stand in an ice bath for 20 minutes to re-
precipitate the protein. The samples were then centrifuged at 3000 x g for 15 minutes and 
the resulting supernatant was discarded. Standards (240 flL norleucine (25 flmollmL) and 
120 flL of 14C-Ieucine (0.5 flCi/mL; I , 110,000 dpm/mL)) were then added to the pellet 
and 1.2 mL of 6 N HCl was added and the pellet was disrupted with a glass rod. This 
acid mixture was then transferred to a 25 mL pyrex digestion tube with a screw cap. 1.2 
mL of additional HCl was added to rinse the plastic test tube and then transferred to the 
pyrex tube. A final rinse with 0.6 mL of 6 N HCl was added to the pyrex tube to make a 
final total of 5 mL of 6N HCI. The samples were placed in a drying oven set at II 0°C for 
24 hours for hydrolysis of the protein to occur. 
After 24 hours, the tubes were placed in a fume hood to cool. Once cooled, the 
hydrolysates were transferred to an Erlenmeyer fl ask. The pyrex tubes were rinsed twice 
with deionized water, then the final volume was brought up to 25 mL. The contents were 
mixed thoroughly and then filtered with a 0.45 flill filter, into a labeled scintillation vial 
and stored until further analysis. 
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2.2.5 Amino acid derivatization steps 
When ready for derivatization, 1 mL of each of the tissue free and tissue bound amino 
acids were frozen with liquid nitrogen and freeze dried overnight. The next day, a fresh 
20:20:60 TEA:methanol:water mixture was made and I 00 ~L was added to each sample. 
The samples were freeze dried for approximately one hour. To each sample, 50 ~L of a 
10:10:70:10 water:TEA:methanol:PITC solution was added, vortexed, and left to sit for 
35 minutes for the PITC (Pierce, Rockford, IL) to react to the amino acids. The samples 
were then freeze dried overnight and resuspended in 300 ~L of sample diluent. 
2.2.6 Mucin Hydrolysis 
Mucin purification was performed using the Faure method as described in Section 2.1.3. 
The mucin-containing fractions were then combined and transferred to a pyrex tube. 5 
mL of6 N HCl, 10 ~L of norleucine (2.5 ~mollmL) and 40 ~L of 13C-Leucine (0.5 
~Ci/mL; 1,110,000 dpm/mL) were added and the mixture was hydrolyzed at 11 ooc for 24 
hours. After cooling, samples were then diluted with deionized water to 6 mL. 3 mL of 
the solution was placed in a plastic test tube and freeze dried (approximately 2 days). The 
samples were derivatized as described in Section 2.2.5. 
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2.2. 7 Amino Acid Analysis using High Performance Liquid Chromatography 
(HPLC) and Fraction Collection 
I 00 JlL of mucosal protein samples and 300 JlL of mucin samples were injected for amino 
acid separation using a Pico-Tag reverse-phase column (Waters, Mississauga, Ontario, 
Canada). The run time was 90 minutes. The fractions corresponding to the leucine and 
phenylalanine peaks were collected over a time window starting at least 2 minutes before 
and after the elution time of each amino acid using a Waters fraction collector (Waters, 
Milford, MA). The amount of radioactivity in each fraction was determined using a 
liquid scintillation counter (Wallac Fisher 1209 RackBeta LSC; counting for 15 minutes 
per sample with window open from 5-650) after adding I 0 mL of Biodegradable 
Counting Scintillant (Amersham Biosciences, Buckinghamshire, England). 
2.2.8 Calculations and Statistical Analyses 
Protein synthesis rates (PSR) were calculated using the formula developed by Garlick et 
al. (1983) using the following equation: 
Ks= SRAn x 100 
SRAr x t 
Where Ks is the fractional rate of protein synthesis in percentage of the tissue protein pool 
synthesized per day; SRA11 is the specific radioactivity of bound phenylalanine in the 
protein hydrolysate from the tissue; SRAr is the specific radioactivity of phenylalanine in 
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the precursor pool ; and t is the time allowed for incorporation of the radioactive 
phenylalanine into protein in days. 
Data were analyzed using a one-way ANOV A with repeated measures (to account for 
blocking within pigs) and Student Newman Keuls multiple comparisons using Graph Pad 
Prism 4. Means were declared significantly different at a probability level ofP < 0.05. 
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3.0 Results 
3.1 Mucin Isolation Using lsopycnic Density Gradient Ultracentrifugation 
Due to the high degree of extensive glycosylation, mucin is traditionally separated by 
CsCI density gradients. The buoyant density of mucin is around 1.40 g/mL which is 
higher than proteins and fats (<1.0 g/mL) and lower than nucleic acids (- 1.7 g/mL) (Van 
Klinken et al., 1998). Therefore, after isopycnic density gradient ultracentrifugation, 
fractions with a density between 1.39 g/mL and 1.41 g/mL were expected to be mucin-
containing (see Figure 1.6). 
Comparing our results to those ofPiel et al. (2004), our results were similar in pattern 
across fractions. Our protein analysis pattern using the Bradford assay (Bradford, 1976) 
was similar (graph not shown). Traditionally, the orcinol assay is used to analyze 
carbohydrate content. However our attempts to develop this assay resulted in data that 
had high variability and did not resemble those establi shed previously (Piel et al, 2004). 
Therefore, our numerous attempts led to the abandonment of the orcinol technique. 
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Figure 1.6. CsCI density gradient profile after second ultracentrifugation by Piel et 
al. (2004). Analysis of density(+), protein (•) by Bradford assay, glycoprotein(+) by 
orcinol reaction, and nucleic acids (A). (Adapted from Piel et al. , 2004) 
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To replace the orcinol assay, we then employed an alternative method to detect 
glycoproteins,used by Mantle & Allen ( 1978). They observed that the PAS analysis of 
glycoproteins is 20 times more sensitive than the orcinol-sulfuric acid assay. Therefore, 
this technique can be utilized when a minimum quantity of mucin is available. The mode 
of action for this procedure, according to Mantle & Allen ( 1978), is that periodic acid 
cleaves the C:C bond in 1 :2 glycols of monosaccharides. This process converts the 
glycols present to dialdehydes which are not further oxidized. Instead, the dialdehydes 
are localized by Schiffs reagent (Walsh & Jass, 2000). The intensity of the pink colour 
development is an indication of the number of reactive glycol structures. 
Our results, consistent with those of Faure et al. (2002), indicated that mucin 
glycoprotein, which has a high molecular weight, only slightly migrated into the 
separating gel (Figures 1.7 and 1.8). As can be seen in Figure 1.7 from Faure et al. 
(2002), mucin was eluted primarily in fractions 6 and 7 which corresponded to fraction 
densities measured from the CsCl ultracentrifugation of 1.40 g/mL (fraction 6) and 
1.44g/mL (fraction7) (densities obtained from weighing one mL of fraction). These 
densities also corresponded to the results obtained by Pie! eta!. (2004) (see Figure 1.6). 
The mucin-containing fractions should also have low, or no, contaminating protein. This 
can be indicated by staining a gel with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. As shown in Figure 
1.9, the glycoprotein-containing fractions contained no contaminating protein. These 
observations show that SDS-PAGE and PAS staining, instead of the more traditional 
orcinol assay, is an effective means of verifying that mucin is isolated. 
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Figure 1. 7 SDS-PAGE analysis of fractions 3-8 eluted from the Sepharose CL-4B 
column. Fractions (30 J..lLilane) were loaded on a 3% stacking - 5% separating gel. The 
gel was stained with PAS. Taken from Faure et al. (2002). 
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Fil!llre 1.8. SDS-PAGE analysis of fractions 2-11 obtained from CsCI density 
gradient. Fractions (20~Lilane) were loaded on a 4% stacking/7.5% separating gel. The 
gel was stained with PAS. The bands are most intense in fractions 6 and 7. which 
correspond to fractions predicted using densities measured from the CsCI 
ultracentrifugation (Fraction 6: 1.40 g/mL; Fraction 7: 1.44g!mL). 
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Fi~ure 1.9. SDS-PAGE analysis of fractions 3 to 11 obtained from CsCI density 
gradient. Fractions (20f..l.Lilane) were loaded on a 4% stacking/7.5% separating gel. The 
gel was stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250. No contaminating protein is 
visible in mucin-containing fractions 6 and 7 (see Figure 1.8). Molecular weight marker 
30,000 - 200,000 kDa (Sigma). 
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3.2 Mucin Isolation using Protease Digestion and Gravity Gel Filtration 
Faure et al. (2002) developed a more convenient procedure for mucin isolation. They 
made use of mucin's resistance to protease activity due to the high degree of 
glycosylation and their high molecular mass. Due to this glycosylation, mucin is 
protected from proteolytic attack. However, any other proteins present are not. Thus, any 
unprotected proteins in a mucosal homogenate will be digested by Flavourzyme and then 
will be easily separated from the mucin glycoprotein by gravity gel filtration 
chromatography. The verification steps are similar to those after isolation by density 
gradient ultracentrifugation. Mucin-containing fractions that are released in the void 
volume of the column are then dialyzed against deionized water and analyzed by SDS-
PAGE. 
The results from our initial gel filtration (Figure 2.0) showed strong glycoprotein bands 
in washes 2, 3, 4. 5 and 6 of the column. However, Figure 2.1 indicates the presence of 
protein bands in these fractions when stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. These 
results indicated inadequate proteolysis by Flavourzyme. Therefore, we increased the 
amount of Flavourzyme used from 1 0 mg to 20 mg and increased the incubation period 
from 2 hours to overnight (approximately 17 hours). 
After increasing the Flavourzyme concentration and incubation period, glycoprotein 
bands were located in a similar wash pattern (see Figure 2.2). However, no 
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contaminating protein bands were observed indicating the complete proteolysis of 
contaminating protein and in turn, the purification of mucin (see Figure 2.3). 
The isolation of mucin glycoprotein is a challenging procedure due to their large size and 
heterogeneous structure (Davies & Carlstedt, 2000). The more traditional technique of 
cesium chloride density gradients has been developed extensively over the years (Claustre 
et al. , 2002, Starkey et al. , 1974, Mantle et al. , 1981 , Dekker et al. 1989). The technique 
produced by the Faure group (2002) is a more recent development and was limited to the 
isolation of intestinal mucin from one species (rats) and only by their laboratory. Given 
this, we decided to develop both techniques in our laboratory in order to validate results 
using Faure's new method against the results from the more established density gradient 
approach. Each of these techniques utilize different fundamental approaches to isolation 
but used the same verification assays, namely SDS-PAGE with PAS staining. Because 
the PAS-staining bands from the cesium chloride density gradient technique showed a 
similar pattern across fractions to that seen in the gravity filtration technique developed 
by Faure et al. (2002), we concluded that the rapid and convenient method produced by 
Faure et al. (2002) gave satisfactory results compared to the traditional, more established 
method. Since our laboratory had not established either method, this approach of using 
two independent methods to isolate mucin helped confirm our results and we therefore 
decided to use the protease digestion technique for future experiments. 
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Figure 2.0. SDS-PAGE analysis ofwashes 1 to 11 eluted from the Sephacryl S-300 
HR column after 2 hours of Flavourzyme protease (10 mg) digestion. Fractions 
(20J..LL/lane) were loaded on a 4% stacking/7.5% separating gel. The gel was stained 
with PAS. 
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Figure 2.1. SDS-P AGE analysis of washes 1 to 9 eluted from the Sephacryl S-300 HR 
column after 2 hours of Flavourzyme protease (10 mg) digestion. Fractions 
(20~L/lane) were loaded on a 4% stacking/7.5% separating gel. The gel was stained 
with PAS. Contaminating protein bands were present in wash 2 - wash 6. Molecular 
Weight Marker 30,000-200,000 kDa (Sigma). 
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Figure 2.2. SDS-PAGE analysis of washes 1 to 10 eluted from the Sephacryl S-300 
HR column after increasing the Flavourzyme to 20 mg and incubation time to 17 
hours. Fractions (20J.!L/lane) were loaded 4% stacking/7.5% separating gel. The gel 
was stained with PAS. 
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Figure 2.3. SDS-P AGE analysis of washes 1 to 9 eluted from the Sephacryl S-300 HR 
column after increasing the Flavourzyme to 20 mg and incubation time to 17 hours. 
Fractions (20jlL/lane) were loaded 4% stacking/7.5% separating gel. The gel was 
stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250. No contaminating protein bands are 
present in any of the washes. Molecular Weight Marker 30,000-200,000 kDa (Sigma). 
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3.3 Mucosal and Mucin Protein Synthesis Rates 
The protein synthesis rates of mucosal proteins and mucin are presented in Table 1.4. 
There were different numbers of samples within the mucosal protein and mucin groups 
since there was not enough mucosal tissue available for mucin isolation in one of the 
treated pigs. Because the PBS group was not a direct control of varying threonine levels, 
we analyzed the data for the three threonine treatments only. The PBS group was 
included to confirm results obtained by Adegoke et al and validate our model system. 
Within the three groups for mucosal protein, the loops perfused with the solution 
containing threonine at 200% and 0% of the estimated requirement had the highest and 
lowest rate of protein synthesis, respectively (Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5) (P < 0.05). The 
same pattern was observed for the mucin synthesis rates (Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7) (P < 
0.05). Threonine levels 0%, 75% and 200% were significantly different from each other 
(P < 0.05). 
The PBS infused loops had protein synthesis rates of 170%/day and mucin synthesis rates 
of 661 %/day. 
Intestinal tissue in between the experimental loops and not directly perfused with any 
solution was also extracted and analyzed (in the same manner as the experimental loops) 
to determine the extent of arterial extraction of the luminal flooding dose. The protein-
bound and free phenylalanine specific radioactivity in these untreated loops was 3-11 % 
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and 6-8%, respectively, of that found in the luminally flooded loops; these data were 
similar to those found by Adegoke et al. (I 999a) .. 
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Table 1.4. Protein synthesis rates (%/day) of mucosal protein and mucin at varying 
threonine levels (n=7 for mucosal protein analysis, P<O.OS; n = 4 mucin protein 
synthesis analysis, P<O.OS) 
Threonine Level Mucosal PSR Standard Mucin PSR Standard 
(% Requirement) (%/day) Deviation (%/day) Deviation 
0 42 23 323 1-15 
75 53 16 347 99 
200 66 10 414 63 
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Figure 2.4. Mean (n = 7) mucosal protein synthesis rates (%/day) at varying 
threonine levels which were set as a percentage of the estimated threonine 
requirement of the small intestine (Bertolo et al., 1998). Bars with diffe rent letters are 
significantly different fTom one another (P < 0.05) by ANOV A with repeated measure (to 
account fo r blocking within pigs) and Student Newman Keuls multiple comparisons. 
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Figure 2.5. Scatter plot of mucosal protein synthesis rates (%/day) at varying 
threonine levels which were set as a percentage of the estimated threonine 
requirement of the small intestine (Bertolo et al., 1998). Each point represents a loop; 
loops within the same pig are connected by lines to demonstrate blocking effect of the 
experimental design. Analyzed by ANOV A with repeated measures (to account for 
blocking within pigs) and Student Newman Keuls multiple comparisons. 
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Figure 2.6. Mean (n = 4) mucin synthesis rates (%/day) at varying threonine levels 
which were set as a percentage of the estimated threonine requirement of the small 
intestine (Bertolo et al., 1998). Bars with different letters are significantly different from 
one another (P < 0.05) by ANOV A with repeated measure (to account for blocking within 
pigs) and Student Newman Keuls multiple comparisons. 
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Figure 2.7. Scatter plot of mucin synthesis rates (%/day) at varying threonine levels 
which were set as a percentage of the estimated threonine requirement of the small 
intestine (Bertolo et al., 1998). Each point represents a loop; loops within the same 
pig are connected by lines to demonstrate blocking effect of the experimental design. 
Analyzed by ANOVA with repeated measures (to account for blocking within pigs) and 
Student Newman Keuls multiple comparisons. 
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4.0 Discussion 
The protein synthesis rate of the small intestine is of particular interest due to the fact that 
it accounts for 9-12% of the total body protein synthesis even though it constitutes only 
4-6% of the total body mass. In addition, it has a unique amino acid requirement when 
compared to the rest of the body. In particular, the amino acid threonine is of interest 
since it is the single most utilized essential amino acid by the portal drained viscera 
(Schaart et al., 2005). It has been found that the threonine requirement of the body is 
reduced by 60% when the gut is bypassed through the use ofTPN feeding (Bertolo et al., 
1998) indicating the importance of threonine in normal gut function. Therefore, the aim 
of the present study was to develop the gut loop model and flooding dose technique as an 
initial approach to the determination and understanding of the threonine requirement of 
the small intestine. 
Over the years, the structure of mucin has been studied extensively and it has been found 
that this glycoprotein's protein backbone is rich in the amino acids threonine, proline and 
serine. Since threonine is an essential amino acid, the requirement of the body and the 
small intestine for this amino acid is of particular interest. We used the concept of the 
rate limiting amino acid as a control mechanism of the protein synthesis rates in our 
loops. This concept allows us to control the rate of protein synthesis by limiting an 
essential amino acid which is crucial for protein synthesis to occur. When the amino acid 
is not present, protein synthesis should be at a minimum. As the amino acid level is 
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increased, so does the rate of protein synthesis. However, once the amino acid is present 
at an amount that meets or surpasses the requirement, the rate of protein synthesis will 
reach a maximum and therefore, will not change with further additions of the amino acid. 
With this in mind, it would be expected that the mixture which contains no threonine 
(0%) would result in the lowest rate of protein synthesis for both the mucosal protein and 
for mucin alone. Indeed, this was observed in our study. As the threonine level was 
increased, the protein synthesis rates increased from 0 to 75% and from 75 to 200% 
threonine levels. This correlation between luminal threonine and protein synthesis was 
observed for both total mucosal protein and for mucin protein. These results 
demonstrated the novel finding that protein synthesis was acutely dependent on luminal 
supply of amino acids even in the presence of adequate arterial supply to the loops. 
These results are novel and are an important step in eventually determining the threonine 
requirement of the small intestine. 
Another study was carried out by Faure et al. (2005), in which rats were fed for 14 days 
with a diet that containing varying levels of threonine. They examined the effect of 
chronic dietary threonine supply on mucin synthesis rates, using the whole body flooding 
dose method and the mucin purification technique previously developed in their lab 
(Faure et al., 2002). In our study, we made use of the gut loop model established by 
Adegoke et a!. ( 1998) to study the acute effects of varying dietary threonine levels on 
mucosal and mucin protein synthesis rates as opposed to the long term feeding of the 
threonine diets examined by Faure' s group (2005). Our results differed from those found 
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by Faure et al. (2005) in that their data indicated no difference in protein synthesis rates 
in mucosal tissues in response to the diets containing varying threonine levels, whereas 
our results showed a significant difference between the loops (P <0.05) that contained 
varying threonine levels (Table 2.4 and Figure 2.5). This difference between our study 
and the Faure et al. (2005) study may be a result of the different designs used. We 
employed the young, rapidly growing piglet whereas Faure and colleagues used adult 
rats. Moreover, the sensitivity of the small intestine to varying threonine levels may be 
an acute alteration. The 14 day feeding period used by Faure et al. may have allowed for 
an adaptation period by the mucosa, during which time, the body may have upregulated 
threonine extraction from systemic circulation to the small intestinal tissue to compensate 
for the chronic dietary deficit. In our study, an immediate response of the small intestine 
was observed which probably did not allow for such compensation. 
Faure and colleagues' results did, however, indicate a difference in the mucin synthesis 
rates, similar to results in our study. However, our mucin synthesis rates were double 
those observed by Faure and coworkers which may be a result of the acute effect 
mentioned above, species differences or age differences (young weaned pigs vs adult 
rats). The fact that the mucin synthesis rates are higher than those observed in the 
mucosal tissue was not surprising. Faure et al. (2002) observed that the protein synthesi 
rates of mucin in the small intestine of the rat was always higher than 100% per day 
which indicates that the mucin glycoprotein pool is being renewed at least every 24 
hours. Overall, the mucosa turns over total protein (primarily in enterocytes) at a slower 
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rate than the secreted glycoproteins, indicating the importance of the mucus layer in the 
small intestine. 
The amino acid profile used was an adaptation of that found by Davis et al. (1994) with a 
few modifications. Firstly, we added glutamine at the expense of glutamate to our 
profile. Since during hydrolysis, glutamate is converted to glutamine, the analysis by 
Davis et al (1994) gave an overestimation of glutamate and no data for glutamine. 
Tryptophan is also destroyed during acid hydrolysis and therefore was not measured by 
Davis et al. (1994). We used the tryptophan levels known to be adequate in a piglet from 
a previous study (Bertolo et al. , 1998). Finally, taurine was added because of its 
importance as a required nutrient in neonates (Heird 2004) .. Lysine was also slightly 
lowered to ensure that the amino acid profile met NRC requirements for essential amino 
acids when expressed as a ratio to lysine for piglets of this age group. The total amino 
acid concentration in the perfusion solution was taken from the experiments of Adegoke 
and colleagues but where we used this milk-based amino acid profile, they used estimates 
from hydrolyzed intestinal digesta. 
An estimation of the threonine requirement for the orally fed piglet was made by Bertolo 
et al. (1998). They observed, with the use of the indicator amino acid oxidation 
technique, that the mean requirement level for threonine was 28 mg/g of amino acids. 
With respect to the total amino acid concentration in the perfusion solutions, the amount 
of threonine found in this solution was set at 2.8% of the total concentration and 
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considered to be the 100% test level. The 0% group contained no threonine with the 
other two test levels containing 75% and 200% of this 28 mg/g level. 
It is unknown at this point whether or not the threonine levels used in this experiment 
encompass the breakpoint for intestinal threonine requirement. There may have been an 
overestimation or underestimation of the requirement. It is possible that protein synthesis 
plateaus below or above the 200% values. This is, however, why we used 75% and 
200% of requirement levels; we wanted to establish whether protein synthesis is sensitive 
to luminal threonine supply at all. The next step is to expand the range with more 
threonine levels in order to determine if the requirement falls above or below the 200% 
level. Thi s will then indicate the actual threonine requirement of the small intestine . 
Another interesting concept that may be occurring is that threonine may be directly 
stimulating protein synthesis independent of its role as a limiting amino acid. It has been 
shown that essentia l amino acids, in particular leucine, can act as a nutrient signal for the 
translation of proteins and therefore induce protein synthesis through an mTOR-regulated 
pathway (Kimball 2002). It has been shown that if an amino acid is missing, the enzyme 
p70 S6 kinase, is inhibited. This enzyme i used to facilitate the translation of capped 
mRNA (Anthony et a l. 200 I , Hara et al, 1998). Specifically, the deletion of threonine 
has been shown to diminish p70 S6 kinase activity moderately (Hura et a!. 1998). Using 
our model, it is unlike ly that intracellular threonine concentrations were negligible given 
the treatment protocol and the fact that arteria l threonine supply was available to the 
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intestinal mucosa. It may be possible that the higher than normal luminal threonine 
concentrations may have resulted in an intracellular activation of protein synthesis and 
this may be a contributing factor in our results. 
The flooding dose phenylalanine concentration of 2 mM was determined by Adegoke et 
a!. (I 999b) through a study using an intravenous flood. In that study, they found that the 
plasma phenylalanine concentration did not rise above 2 mM after an oral flood. In 
addition, when they circulated a 2 mM phenylalanine solution through a I 0 em jejunal 
loop of a pig or rat, there was no change in the plasma phenylalanine concentration. In 
past studies it has also been determined that after a protein meal has been administered, 
the phenylalanine concentration was found to be 2 mM (Adibi et al. , I 973). Therefore, 
this evidence was used to set the flooding dose phenylalanine concentration to 2 mM. 
Adegoke et al. (I 999a) carried out an initial study to validate the flooding dose method in 
the gut loop model. They observed that the small intestine was sensitive to the presence 
of a 30 mmoi/L amino acid solution when compared to a PBS control (Adegoke et al. , 
I 999b ). An interesting finding observed by both our group and Adegoke et a!. (I 999a) 
was that when the lumen of the small intestine was exposed to PBS only, without any 
nutrients, very high rates of protein synthesis were observed when compared to those 
observed with amino acids present. In the present study, we employed this PBS infused 
loop to see if our results verified these surprising findings. Because this loop did not 
contain any nutrients, it was not deemed a direct control treatment for the varying 
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threonine treatments. Adegoke et al. ( 1999b) developed a hypothesis for the suppression 
of protein synthesis in the small intestine when exposed to a luminal solution of amino 
acids. Since protein synthesis utilizes high amounts of A TP to assemble a single peptide 
bond, it could be possible that energy preservation may be occurring to ensure that 
adequate amounts of energy are available for nutrient absorption into systemic 
circulation. Therefore, protein synthesis is suppressed when exposed to luminal 
nutrients. 
We observed the effect of varying threonine concentrations on protein synthesis rates 
acutely. The gut loop model allowed for these observations and was another important 
development of our study. This model will allow us to not only observe the threonine 
requirement of the gut, but will also assist us in understanding the effect that 
secretagogues have on this threonine requirement. As reviewed above, some known 
mucin secretagogues are cholera toxin, fibers and dietary protein sources such as casein. 
When the lumen of the intestine is exposed to these factors, an increase in mucin 
production and secretion is observed. Therefore, it is of interest nutritionally, to 
investigate how the small intestinal threonine requirement is altered upon exposure to 
these substances. 
In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that during acute threonine restriction, the 
small intestinal mucosal and mucin protein synthesis rates are limited. This has 
important implications in situations where gut barrier functions are impaired, such as in 
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various small intestinal diseases. If gut barrier function is impaired, then more mucin is 
required to ensure adequate protection. In turn, more threonine is utilized for mucin 
production which relies on dietary threonine, since threonine is an essential amino acid. 
This process could possibly result in an increased threonine requirement. The dietary 
threonine supply may therefore need to be increased to maintain adequate function. 
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